The long persistence length of model tubules.
Young's elastic modulus and the persistence length are calculated for a coarse-grained model of tubule forming polymers. The model uses a wedge shaped composite of particles that previously has been shown to self-assemble into tubules. These calculations demonstrate that the model yields very large persistence lengths (corresponding to 78-126 μm) that are comparable to that observed in experiments for the microtubule lengths accessible to the calculations. The source for the stiffness is the restricted rotation of the monomer due to the excluded volume interactions between bonded macromolecular monomers as well as the binding between monomers. For this reason, large persistence lengths are common in tubule systems with a macromolecule as the monomer. The persistence length increases linearly with increased binding strength in the filament direction. No dependence in the persistence length is found for varying the tubule pitch for geometries with the protofilaments remaining straight.